
Incidental learning for home 

 

English Mathematics Science HSIE  PDHPE CAPA 
Pick up your toys when you 
are finished playing with 
them and before playing 
with something new 
because  there will be a big 
mess to clean up. If we play 
with something it is out job 
to put it back away. 

Counting when eating (e.g. 
a sandwich cut into four 
squares, how many tiny 
teddies are there?) 
 
 

Changing your bed linen to 
flannelette sheets, blanket 
and quilt -because Winter 
is coming and it is getting 
colder. 

Walk to a park and talk about 
the importance of local places. 
Going shopping for groceries. 
What is the purpose of grocery 
stores? 
Getting petrol for the car and 
discuss places in our 
community and their 
importance to daily life.  

Sitting at the table 
appropriately while eating 
so that when we are able 
to go out again we can use 
our good manners at our 
friends and in a restaurant. 
Chewing with our mouth 
closed for the same reason 

Drumming – playing a 
simple 4/4 beat on a 
table or bucket turned 
upside down. Add in a 
variety of beats and 
extra notes as you 
progress.  

Reading a book before 
bedtime and pointing to or 
discussing the characters 
and settings.   
What happened first, second 
and last in the events.  

Helping measure items 
during cooking. Using half a 
cup of flour or a cup of rice.  
Talk about more and less of 
an item such as salt or 
seasoning.  
Measuring using water, this 
cup is full and this one is 
empty. 

We go to bed at this time 
(or when it gets dark) or we 
will wake up tired. Talk 
about day and night and 
the seasons.  

What rooms are there in your 
house?  
What is the purpose of each 
room? The kitchen is for 
eating, the bathroom  is for 
washing and bedrooms are for 
sleeping.  

Setting the table with 
plates and cutlery.  
Making breakfast such as 
toast and juice. Why do we 
eat healthy foods for 
breakfast? What foods are 
for snacks and main 
meals? 
 

Singing along to a song, 
can we follow the beats 
by clapping along or 
humming a tune.  
 

PDHPE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Safety on your bike -wear 
a helmet, shin pads etc, do 
not ride on the road 

Safety in the kitchen -we 
do not touch the oven, 
hotplates or kettle because 
we could get hurt. We so 
not touch power points or 
stick anything inside of 
them as we could get hurt. 

Putting your clothes away and 
folding laundry.  
Placing dirty clothes in the 
basket and helping load the 
washing machine. 

Waiting patiently when 
you want something if 
Mum/Dad is busy and 
can't do what you would 
like them to do 
immediately (you could be 
on the phone, helping 
another sibling, hanging 
out washing) 

 

 


